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location: comparison of hemodynamic characteristics in small
aneurysms
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Abstract The purpose of this study is to examine and

compare the hemodynamic characteristics of small aneu-

rysms at the same anatomical location. Six internal carotid

artery-ophthalmic artery aneurysms smaller than 10 mm

were selected. Image-based computational fluid dynamics

(CFD) techniques were used to simulate aneurysm hemo-

dynamics. Flow velocity and wall shear stress (WSS) were

also quantitatively compared, both in absolute value and

relative value using the parent artery as a baseline. We

found that flow properties were similar in ruptured and

unruptured small aneurysms. However, the WSS was lower

at the aneurysm site in unruptured aneurysms and higher in

ruptured aneurysms (P \ 0.05). Hemodynamic analyses at

a single location with similar size enabled us to directly

compare the hemodynamics and clinical presentation of

brain aneurysms. The results suggest that the WSS in an

aneurysm sac can be an important hemodynamic parameter

related to the mechanism of brain aneurysm growth and

rupture.
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1 Introduction

Anatomical parameters help predict the natural history of

brain aneurysms. For instance, it is known that the risk of

rupture greatly increases as the aneurysm becomes larger

[26, 30, 31]. The International Study on unruptured intra-

cranial aneurysms (ISUIA) and many other clinical reports

have also indicated the risk of aneurysm rupture varies with

aneurysm location [26, 30, 31]. Recent reports have sup-

ported the concept that there is a difference in shape

between ruptured and unruptured aneurysms [2, 13, 15, 28,

29]. Their results indicate that aneurysms which have a

higher aspect ratio or have irregular shapes are more likely

to rupture.

Intra-aneurysmal hemodynamics is believed to be

another important factor related to the etiology and natural

history of brain aneurysms [3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 17, 18, 21, 22].

Recent hemodynamic studies have used patient angio-

graphic data to perform flow simulation, because vascular

and aneurysm geometries have a significant influence upon

the intra-aneurysmal flow pattern [4, 22]. A few studies

using patient-specific data have demonstrated differences

in the intra-aneurysmal hemodynamic patterns between

ruptured and unruptured aneurysms [6, 17]. However, due

to the limited number of available cases, such analyses

have included aneurysms from various locations, different

sizes, and a variety of aneurysm shapes. Variation between

ruptured and unruptured aneurysms is thus combined with

hemodynamic variation caused by other factors, making it

difficult to specifically compare results between ruptured

and unruptured aneurysms. Therefore, it remains unan-

swered whether there is a hemodynamic difference

between ruptured and unruptured aneurysms when size is

similar between them and they share the same anatomical

location. In this study, we introduce a new approach to
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analyze brain aneurysms by studying cases from a single

location with the same approximate size. We qualitatively

and quantitatively compare differences in flow properties

and wall shear stress. Additionally, we present a method to

reduce parameters influencing hemodynamic properties

which can be useful to design a larger hemodynamic study

for brain aneurysm disease.

2 Methods

2.1 Case selection

Internal carotid artery-ophthalmic artery (IC-Oph) aneu-

rysms were selected, as they are the most common in our

3D rotational digital subtraction angiography database

[12]. Patients who were enrolled from 2003 to 2007 with

ruptured or unruptured IC-Oph aneurysms were screened,

and a total of 22 IC-Oph aneurysms with 3D rotational

angiograms were found. Images for unruptured aneurysms

were taken during a patient’s clinical evaluation. Images

documenting ruptured aneurysms were taken within 24 h

after the event of aneurysm rupture. To minimize the

possible hemodynamic variation caused by the size and

shape of aneurysm domes and to maximize the number of

cases, we selected cases with the greatest diameter less

than 10 mm, following the 1998 ISUIA small aneurysm

definition [26]. Aneurysms with angiographic evidence of

vasospasm in the parent artery were also excluded because

vasospasm may alter the intra-aneurysmal hemodynamics

significantly [20]. Thus, a total of six small IC-Oph aneu-

rysms (four unruptured and two ruptured) were included in

this study (Table 1).

2.2 Image acquisition

Three-dimensional rotational cerebral angiography was

acquired using a Philips Integris unit (Philips Medical

Systems, Best, The Netherlands) before aneurysm embo-

lization. Data from these images was transferred to the

Philips Integris workstation for 3D voxel generation and

image restoration.

2.3 Computational fluid dynamics simulation

The 3D voxel data obtained by rotational angiography was

then transferred to a Dell 490 workstation for the CFD

simulation. Image-based CFD software developed by Ce-

bral et al., was used for aneurysmal model reconstruction

and flow simulation. For each aneurysm, the 3D compu-

tational model was constructed semi-automatically through

segmentation, surface generation, and 3D grid generation,

based on deformable models and the level set method.

Details of this process are described in [4–7, 32]. To

incorporate 3D geometry into the flow analysis, computa-

tional meshes were generated for each model with

approximately 1,500,000 tetrahedral elements.

The pulsatile flow conditions measured from a normal

subject’s internal carotid arteries (ICA) using MR phase

contrast measurements (General Electric 1.5T scanner,

Waukesha, WI, USA) were imposed on the CFD model [6].

It was scaled according to the cross-sectional area of the

inflow vessels for the models (Table 1) to maintain the

WSS level and assumed to be constant among individuals

[8, 16]. The traction-free boundary condition was applied

for the outflow condition at the internal carotid arteries. At

the ophthalmic arteries, the outflow was imposed according

to a flow division based on the cross-sectional areas. Since

previous work has shown that there is no significant dif-

ference in hemodynamic characteristics comparing

Newtonian flow and non-Newtonian flow [7], in our sim-

ulation, the unsteady, incompressible Navier–Stokes

equations were numerically solved under the Newtonian

fluid assumption. A fully implicit finite element formula-

tion which allows arbitrary time-step size was used in the

computational method [7, 19].

Blood was modelled with a viscosity of 0.004 Pascal-

second and a density of 1,000 kg/m3. Arteries have a

complex elastic component and it is not uncommon to

find regionally calcified aneurysm wall [25]. To include

the elastic properties in the computation, knowledge

about the material composition and the proper elastic

formulation to describe the walls of each aneurysm are

needed. Currently, information about elastic properties of

specific walls and wall uniformity, the key components to

Table 1 Geometrical

information about the

aneurysms used in the

hemodynamical simulation

a Calculation was based on

Ujiie et al. [28]

A B C D E F

Aneurysm depth (mm) 3.1 6.2 6.9 5.4 6.6 6.1

Aneurysm neck (mm) 4.0 4.5 6.5 3.3 5.2 4.1

Aneurysm body (mm) 3.8 7.3 6.3 4.8 7.7 7.0

Maximum dimension (mm) 4.0 7.3 6.9 5.4 7.7 6.9

Aspect ratio (aneurysm depth/aneurysm neck)a 0.78 1.37 1.06 1.63 1.27 1.49

Inflow vessel cross- sectional area (mm2) 20.9 14.7 18.7 17.6 13.4 12.2

Ruptured (R) or unruptured (U) R R U U U U
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determine tissue deformation, is not yet obtainable.

Therefore, in this study, the rigid and no-slip boundary

condition was prescribed at the vessel wall. Viscoelastic

properties of the vessel wall were neglected [6, 17].

Although the assumption of a rigid boundary may not

reflect the elastic nature of the blood vessel, it simplifies

the computation and provides a consistent way to study

the hemodynamic effect.

2.4 Results analysis

The CFD results were analyzed quantitatively and quali-

tatively. The qualitative categorization was performed

following the classification proposed by Cebral et al. [6].

Flow properties such as 3D flow pattern, streamlines in

the aneurysm sac, locations of flow impingement

(impingement location), and impingement size were

examined. Limiting streamlines (LS) to study complicated

three-dimensional flow separation [11, 27] and WSS

patterns to evaluate the hemodynamic stress caused by the

blood flow [17, 23] were also analyzed for each aneu-

rysm. The categorization for each aneurysm was

performed by both A. C. and S. T independently. In the

situation of disagreements in categorizations, re-exami-

nation was performed to reach a consensus. This was to

ensure the flow properties were fully evaluated and the

categorizations were appropriate.

Because there are still dimensional differences between

aneurysms, the quantitative flow properties were sampled

from six cut planes for each aneurysm model to compare

values such as the blood flow velocity and wall shear stress

(Fig. 1). The planes crossed the parent artery at the prox-

imal end of the aneurysm dome (P1), center of the

aneurysm dome (P2), and distal end of the aneurysm dome

(P3); planes at the level of the aneurysm neck (A1), middle

(A2), and top (A3). The location of each aneurysm neck

was determined by two experienced interventional neuro-

radiologists (S. T. and F. V.) together to ensure the location

was accurate and consistent.

Flow velocity and WSS for the peak pulsatile flow was

extracted from computational points in each cut plane.

Raw data was compared to find differences in absolute

values between ruptured and unruptured aneurysms.

Because aneurysms result from arterial malformation,

analyses to compare the flow properties between each

aneurysm sac and parent artery were also performed [23,

26]. We first calculated the average flow velocity in the

aneurysm’s parent artery. Then, this value was used as a

baseline for the relative flow velocity across a specific

plane (Eq. 1). Likewise, for a particular plane, the relative

WSS was defined as the average wall shear stress at that

plane divided by the average WSS at the parent artery

planes (Eq. 2).

average flow velocity at a specific planeð Þ
average flow velocity at parent artery planesð Þ
¼ relative flow velocity ð1Þ

average WSS at a specific plane

average WSS at parent artery planes
¼ relative WSS ð2Þ

2.5 Statistical methods

Statistical methods were used to analyze how hemody-

namic parameters associate with aneurysm rupture.

Quantitative results are expressed as mean value and

standard deviation. Descriptive statistics and Mann–Whit-

ney test were performed to compare groups using SPSS

13.0 statistical software. Statistical significance was indi-

cated at the 5% level.

3 Results

3.1 Blood flow patterns in the aneurysms

Flow patterns at the peak of pulsatile flow were analyzed.

Figure 2a shows the flow velocity streamlines for each

aneurysm. Blood flow direction, from proximal to distal of

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of planes for the hemodynamic

quantitative analyses. a The parent artery has three cross-sectional

planes defined perpendicular to the natural axis of the artery,

corresponding to the proximal end of the aneurysm sac (P1), center

of the aneurysm sac (P2), and distal end of the aneurysm sac (P3).

Distance (dP) between P1 and P2 is the same as the distance between

P2 and P3. b Three planes in the aneurysm sac were defined by

dividing the height of the aneurysm by the same distance (dA) from

the aneurysm neck to the aneurysm apex. Three planes were defined

at the aneurysm neck (A1), middle (A2), and top (A3)
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the ICA is indicated by red arrows. At the site of an

aneurysm, part of the flow enters the aneurysm and re-

circulates, forming vortices. Figure 2b shows the best angle

to view the flow pattern for each aneurysm. Blue arrows

show the viewing direction with respect to the aneurysm. In

aneurysms A and C–F blood inflow into the aneurysm

formed a single vortex (yellow arrows). Case B had the

blood inflow split into three vortices in the aneurysm dome.

The impingement locations were also analyzed [6].

Aneurysms A, B, D and F had blood inflow impinging at

the neck. Aneurysms C and D had impingement at the body

and the apex of the aneurysm, respectively. The impinge-

ment size in aneurysm B, D and F was small, less than half

the size of the reference dimension (ie, neck or dome

diameters) [6]. The results are summarized in Table 2.

After comparing these properties, distinguishable differ-

ences were not found between ruptured and unruptured

small aneurysms.

3.2 Limiting streamlines and wall shear stress

distribution

Limiting streamlines (LS) are interpreted as trajectories

arising from the vector-valued WSS on the surface. Three-

dimensional flow separation has been defined as limiting

streamlines converging onto one particular limiting

streamline that originates from a saddle point [27]. Fig-

ure 3b and c show the side and top views of LS for each

aneurysm indicating focus (LS spiral around the focus) and

saddle points (two particular LS pass through the point, but

all other LS miss it). Detailed information about LS can be

found in [11, 27]. As shown in Fig. 3b and c, aneurysm A

has a focus at the aneurysm dome, one saddle point at the

junction of the aneurysm and ophthalmic artery, and

another saddle point near the neck of the aneurysm (not

visible in those views). In aneurysm B, a focus at the bulb

area, two saddle points at the aneurysm body (one is not

visible in those views), and one additional saddle point at

the aneurysm neck were found. In aneurysm C, a saddle

point at the neck of the aneurysm and a focus (top view)

can be clearly seen. In aneurysm D, a saddle point near the

aneurysm neck and a focus at the apex of the aneurysm

were observed. In aneurysm E, a saddle point at the neck of

the aneurysm and a focus at the body of the aneurysm were

found. In aneurysm F, a focus and a saddle point were seen

near the neck of the aneurysm.

We found that in the unruptured aneurysms, the mag-

nitude of WSS was lower at the aneurysm site in

comparison with the WSS at the parent artery (Fig. 3a,

C–F). The highest WSS area was located at the ophthalmic

Fig. 2 Blood flow patterns in

ruptured aneurysms (A, B) and

unruptured aneurysms (C–F).

Red arrows indicate the blood

flow directions. Blue arrows
show the viewing directions to

see the flow pattern (yellow
arrows). Among the six

aneurysms, only case B showed

a blood flow pattern with

multiple vortices. The rest of the

aneurysms had a single vortex.

Case A, B, D, and F had blood

flow impingement at the neck of

the aneurysm. Case C and E had

blood flow impingement at the

body and dome of the aneurysm,

respectively

Table 2 Blood flow characteristics in internal carotid artery-ophthalmic artery aneurysms

No. Flow direction Impingement location Impingement size Low WSS location

A single vortex Multiple vortices Neck Body Apex Small Large Aneurysm More evenly distributed

Ruptured 2 1 1 2 1 1 2

Unruptured 4 4 2 1 1 2 2 4
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artery, followed by the distal and proximal regions of the

IC artery (parent artery). In the ruptured aneurysms, the

WSS at the aneurysm site appeared to be closer to the

distribution at the parent artery (Fig. 3a, A and B). The

highest WSS area was also located at the ophthalmic

artery, followed by proximal regions of the IC artery.

Higher regional WSS was also found in the ruptured

aneurysm sacs, than in the unruptured cases (the aneurysm

neck in case A and the aneurysm bulb in case B).

3.3 Quantitative analysis

The CFD results during peak pulsatile flow were analyzed

for each aneurysm. The mean values of the flow velocity in

the ruptured and unruptured aneurysms were 46.1 ± 16.6

and 40.9 ± 21.4 cm/s, respectively (P = 0.856). The mean

WSS in the ruptured and unruptured aneurysms was

12.0 ± 6.4 and 10.2 ± 7.8 Pa, respectively (P = 0.199).

We also compared values of relative flow velocity and

relative WSS within each aneurysm. The relative flow

velocities at different planes of the parent arteries and

aneurysm sacs are shown in Fig. 4a and b, respectively. In

the ruptured aneurysms, the relative flow velocity was

100 ± 16.9% in the parent artery and 70.5 ± 12.9% in the

aneurysm sac. In the unruptured aneurysms, the relative

flow velocity was 100 ± 13.9% in the parent artery and

62.1 ± 30.1% in the aneurysm sac. Note that case F had

very low flow velocity in the aneurysm sac, consistent with

the limited flow pattern inside the aneurysm sac shown in

Fig. 2. Comparing the ruptured and unruptured aneurysms,

there were no statistical differences found in relative

velocity values either in the parent artery (P = 1.000) or in

the aneurysms sac (P = 0.682).

The relative WSS at different planes of the parent

arteries and aneurysm sacs is shown in Fig. 5a and b,

respectively. In the ruptured aneurysms, the relative WSS

was 100 ± 26.09% in the parent artery and 72.3 ± 5.5% at

planes in the aneurysm sac. In the unruptured aneurysms,

we found that the relative WSS was 100 ± 22.5% in the

parent artery and 41.2 ± 21.2% in the aneurysm sacs,

which includes one unruptured aneurysm with 63.6% rel-

ative WSS (case D). The relative WSS in the sac of

ruptured aneurysms was significantly higher than the sac of

unruptured aneurysms (P = 0.003). The relative WSS in

parent arteries was not statically different between ruptured

and unruptured cases (P = 0.851).

4 Discussion

Because of the diversity of brain aneurysms and a lack of

methods to study aneurysm natural history, understanding

of the mechanism underlying this disease is very limited [6,

21, 25]. We addressed this by analyzing aneurysms with

similar size and shape in the same anatomical location,

making hemodynamic properties more directly comparable

between ruptured and unruptured groups. We were able to

quantify variation of hemodynamic properties between

cases.

Flow properties and LS were highly influenced by the

aneurysm geometry. A small aneurysm with a smooth

contour was more likely to have a single vortex, and

multiple vortices might form from a small change in the

aneurysm dome (Fig. 2, aneurysm B). LS showed that flow

separation occurred near the neck of the aneurysms for all

of the cases. For the ruptured aneurysms, in the one with

the ophthalmic artery connecting to the dome, aneurysm A,

additional flow separation at the connection was observed.

In the other ruptured aneurysm, aneurysm B, we also found

additional flow separation at the body of the aneurysm.

Fig. 3 a Wall shear stress

(WSS) distributions, b side view

of limiting streamlines (LS), c
top view of LS in ruptured

aneurysms (A and B) and

unruptured aneurysms (C–F). In

the ruptured aneurysms, the

WSS at the aneurysm sacs was

closer to the WSS at the parent

artery. In the unruptured

aneurysm, a lower WSS at the

aneurysm sacs was observed

(dark blue) when compared

with the WSS at the parent

artery (green). Locations of foci

where LS spiral around a point

are indicated. Saddle points

(SP) where two particular LS

pass through a point, but all

other LS miss are also labelled
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Further investigation with more aneurysm cases can help

determine whether the additional flow separation indicated

by LS is associated with aneurysm rupture.

Because flow simulation generates large amounts of data,

and more importantly, because every aneurysm has its own

unique shape, it is difficult to study descriptive hemody-

namic results for a large patient study. In this paper we

introduced a method using cut planes to extract data for the

patient-specific CFD analysis. It takes approximately five

minutes to perform the data analysis for each aneurysm.

Moreover, by quantitatively documenting hemodynamic

values, this method reduces subjective evaluations and

increases efficiency for a larger study. Although certain

local values may not be included because they are not

covered by the cut plane, those local values usually continue

into the surrounding region and can still be captured by the

nearest plane. More experiments using this approach will

improve this method and its potential errors.

Wall shear stress, a frictional force acting parallel to the

vessel wall, can elicit strong molecular biological respon-

ses [9, 14]. Recent reports suggested that WSS was

associated with the initiation of brain aneurysms by

inducing the focal degeneration of arterial walls [14, 17]. In

the present study, we found that ruptured aneurysms tended

to have a higher WSS distribution in the aneurysm sac than

unruptured aneurysms. The physiological meaning of this

finding remains unknown because the WSS was not abso-

lutely high in the sac of ruptured aneurysms. The WSS in

ruptured aneurysms was just relatively higher in the

aneurysm sac than the WSS in unruptured aneurysm sacs

(Fig. 5b). All of the aneurysms, ruptured or not, have WSS

values in the parent arteries higher than in the aneurysm sac

Fig. 4 Relative flow velocity in six aneurysms. A–F correspond to

the cases shown in Fig. 2. Case A and B are ruptured aneurysms. Case

C–F are unruptured aneurysms. P1, P2, P3, A1, A2, A3 are the planes

indicated in Fig. 1. a The relative flow velocity in the parent arteries

and showed no distinguishable difference between ruptured and

unruptured aneurysms. b The relative flow velocity in aneurysm sacs.

Variations between individuals can be observed, but there is no clear

difference between ruptured and unruptured aneurysms. Note that

case F had very low flow velocity in the aneurysm sac. This is

consistent with the limited flow pattern within the aneurysm sac

shown in Fig. 2

Fig. 5 Relative wall shear stress (WSS) in different locations for six

aneurysms, following the same arrangement as Fig. 4. a The relative

WSS along the parent arteries which showed no distinguishable

difference between ruptured and unruptured aneurysms. b The

relative WSS at the aneurysm sac. The relative WSS at the aneurysm

sac is higher in the ruptured aneurysms than the unruptured

aneurysms. Among the unruptured cases, case D has a relative

WSS closer to the ruptured cases
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(P \ 0.001). Further studies incorporating molecular

responses to different levels of WSS may help clarify how

relative WSS is related to aneurysm growth. Nevertheless,

the present research suggests that the relative WSS value

may be a useful hemodynamic parameter differing between

ruptured and unruptured aneurysms.

In the quantitative analysis shown in Fig. 5b, results

revealed that the ruptured aneurysms have significantly

higher relative WSS at the aneurysm site (P = 0.003),

averaging 72.3% (one is 74.4% and the other is 70.1%).

The unruptured aneurysms have average relative WSS of

41.2% which includes one unruptured aneurysm with

63.6% relative WSS (case D). Currently, there is not suf-

ficient information to explain whether case D is evidence of

aneurysm growth in progress towards the rupture. Further

analysis using a longitudinally followed database may help

elucidate the role of relative WSS changes during aneu-

rysm growth [24]. We believe the technique we presented

is standardized enough to allow comparison of hemody-

namics between aneurysms and can be applied to a larger

clinical database to study the mechanism of brain aneurysm

growth and rupture.

4.1 Limitations

In this study, we could only include six small aneurysms

with a similar anatomical location after eliminating fusi-

form shaped aneurysms, large, and giant aneurysms. By

choosing cases at a similar location with similar geometry,

hemodynamic variation caused by other factors can be

minimized; yet, we were able to find a trend of difference

in hemodynamic parameters between ruptured and unrup-

tured aneurysms. Our next task will be to combine patient

data from other institutions and perform analysis with this

methodology. In addition, since aneurysms at different

locations may have different hemodynamic characteristics,

current findings may only be applicable to small IC-Oph

aneurysms. Similar hemodynamics studies for aneurysms

at different locations also are needed.

Several assumptions have been made to help solve the

flow equations, including the rigid boundary and the flow

conditions. The rigid boundary assumption may result in

higher shear stress values than with elastic boundaries, but

general flow patterns should remain similar [1, 33]. Further

research on the aneurysm wall tissue properties is impor-

tant to incorporate the elastic boundary condition and yield

a more accurate WSS calculation. The assumption of flow

conditions scaled based on a normal subject may affect the

value of flow velocity and WSS; however, the hemody-

namic characteristics caused by geometry are still

preserved [7]. In addition, because the flow conditions in

the ophthalmic arteries are unknown, in the simulation a

flow division based on the area was applied. It is possible

that the high WSS and high flow velocity observed in the

ophthalmic arteries resulted from this outlet condition.

Although previous studies have shown that the inclusion of

small arteries in the model does not have a significant

influence on hemodynamic characteristics [7], further

identifying the flow conditions in the ophthalmic artery can

help improve the IC-Oph models.

5 Conclusions

We perform hemodynamic analyses for aneurysms at a

single location with similar size to reduce parameters

which potentially influence the hemodynamic results. By

using this method, we found that the relative value of WSS

in an aneurysm sac may be an important hemodynamic

parameter. We also showed that the presented approach can

be useful to design a larger clinical study to investigate the

role of hemodynamics in relationship with brain aneurysm

growth and rupture.
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